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• S u m m a r y  o f  A c t i o n  I t e m s  •  
Action Item ............................................................................................................................... Assigned To 
Clarify Draft App 7 Facility Status data request .......................................................................... Jason Smith 
Communicate Draft App 7 implementation with the CWG, trial roll out, May – July ................... Jason Smith 
Draft App 7 FAQ to be reviewed with this group ......................................................................... Jason Smith 
Draft App 7 Metrics – identify the metrics, both to be provided to SPP and the metrics that can be 
provided from SPP.  ‘SPP list of requested data’. ...................................................................... Jason Smith 
Outage Coordination proposed metric spreadsheet to the group. .............................................. Jason Smith 
Include a link to OPS1 in the email for Next Day Studies. .......................................................... Jason Smith 
Provide updated Criteria 12 proposal to TWG for review ........................................................... Jason Smith 
Discuss with the RE about the CIP implications for Blackstart capable units. ............................ Jason Smith   
Review Criteria 9  ................................................................................................................... Ron Gunderson 
Provide feedback to TWG regarding SPS Policy, possibly creating a joint document to provide to MOPC.  
This will also include a check of the IA information. ................................................................... Jason Smith 
Provide feedback to TWG regarding the MOPC Action item – TRM removal from Criteria. ...... Jason Smith 
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• D R A F T  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s  •  

 
Agenda Item 1 - Administrative Items/Approve Previous Minutes/Review Agenda .....  (Jason Smith) 
Jim U called the meeting to order at 9:02.  The roll was called.   
 
Don Hargove and Jason Atwood have left the ORWG.   This leaves 2 openings for voting members.  A 
request for new membership has been sent out. 
 
Jim stated that the minutes needing approval are dated 9/8, 9/30, 11/18 and 12/2/2010.  No changes 
were requested.  Dave Pritchard motioned to approve the minutes, Kyle M seconded the motion, and the 
minutes were approved by the voting members. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Outage Coordination (Jason Smith/Neil Robertson) 
 

Outage Scheduler Update 
Outage scheduler, Equinox CROW system, expected to be available July 1, 2011.  Neil will send request 
for input for the new system design.  An OATI certificate will be required. 
Initially all substation, lines, transformers, and substations will be included; breakers of a certain kV level, 
etc… can be brought in later, depending on the group discussions/decisions.  OPS1 will still exist for the 
other functions.  This will be a separate web application hosted on SPP’s systems with external IP 
address for member access. 
 
John Stephens asked for an anticipated test date for members.  Neil expects 6 weeks as an estimate.  
They are about 2 weeks from testing within SPP.  John said they would like to be part of the pilot group.  
Ron G asked how we will handle advance notice/long term outage requests.  Positions will be maintained 
in the new system.  Allen asked about the API.  Neil said they would like to have it available; the 
appropriate lead time may come into play for the initial go live.  At bare minimum the data entry will be 
there.  Darrel said they use it at MISO currently.  This will be for generation and transmission outages. 
Ron G said they could do testing if we need a group with a lot of outages. 
 

Draft Criteria Appendix 7 (Data Dictionary) 
This was reviewed in September last year.  Jason wanted to gauge the interest in the document as it was 
previously reviewed.  Even with the new software, the appendix may still need to be approved, with 
required by dates extended.   Jason displayed the spreadsheet, reviewed the information captured at a 
high level. 
Jim U asked if there would be a planned communication.  This was shared with the Change WG.  Their 
scope includes the notification/awareness of changes like these.  We would let it be known at MOPC 
levels.   
Kyle brought up the opportunity to miss something, specifically referring to the Load and Capability 
information.  In Criteria currently, there is more information, including the time of peak.  Switches, 
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Generator Data, etc… were examples.  The “On Hold” tab is the working tab, not to go in right now, even 
if the rest is approved today.   
In the Outage Schedule Tab, Kyle mentioned the Protection Systems.  The information included is out of 
other standards, TOP or PRC standards.  “All”   
 
Waiver requests are included in the spreadsheet, before this goes into effect, we may need to discuss 
and create a waiver process for data requested by the ORWG.  Allen suggested we may need a white 
paper to describe the expectations of specific data requests.  Jason suggested a process included in the 
white paper that could have interpretations included.  There have been requests from the entities, in 
preparation for audits, the RC has provided based on a poll of the areas information is provided, if the 
needs are met, the RC provides an agreement statement that the entity has provided the information.   
 
Danny asked if we have the capability to receive the data if the entities have the capability to send all of 
the information in the spreadsheet – related to disconnects, Jason said they don’t have the capability to 
accept data on every single piece of equipment on the system.  Ron said they make the data available, if 
SPP uses it, then it’s up to SPP.  Note from SPP to show what is needed, the list from what they have 
available, Allen said this would be a good thing to hand an auditor, it shows what is needed, what is 
provided, and shows the information accurately.   
 
Allen suggested a trial period for the spreadsheet information, as a preliminary requirement.  Ron said a 
pilot through first of July would be appropriate, that would get us discussion possibilities for several 
meetings.  This request would go through the Change Working Group.  Kyle and others agreed with the 
trial period.  Darrell suggested coordinating with CROW implementation. 
 

(All for Jason) 
• Re-write Facility Status box to clarify what is wanted.   
• Communicate with the Change WG, trial roll out, May – July.   

o The communication would include a request for input.   
o Start the FAQ to be reviewed with this group.  

• Metrics – identify the metrics, both to be provided to SPP and the metrics that can be provided 
from SPP.  ‘SPP list of requested data’. 

 
Ron is starting to require some “On Hold” items from his groups, in preparation for the go live.  So far he 
has not encountered issues getting the data.   
 

Outage Coordination Metrics 
In mid-December, SPP hosted the North American Outage Coordination Working Group.  A group 
member did a presentation in that meeting of the Metrics they do for Outage Coordination.   
- Break – 10:11 to 10:25 -  
Jason showed the presentation from Peter Bernard of ISO New England.   
The metrics included in his presentation 

• “Long Term Planning” – goal of >21 days before outage submittal 
• “Canceled Profiles before Noon” (of the prior day) 
• “90 Day Submittal” used wording of Major Transmission Element (MTE)/RC Approval outages for 

SPP terms. 
• “90 Day Submittal – All Planned ORs”  

Allen asked if the long term section included outages submitted for “June 1” that when it comes time, if it’s 
actually June 15.  Jason is going through the whole document that was provided.  Don asked about the 
number of TO’s they have in their area.  Jason said it’s about the same as SPP.  
 
Jason showed the data he could get from OPS1 using the metrics in the presentation as a guide.   With 
the new Outage Coordination system, the metrics will be easier to obtain.  Allen asked if we have a 
reason to measure 21 days.  If we’re not going to look at the 7 days, maybe we should be pulling metrics 
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for that.  (Or possibly 10 days - then grow out toward longer timeframes.)  Jason suspects if we did 7 day 
metrics, we would be around 50%, based on one planned outage type.   
 
Currently OOME’s are used to send specific instructions for energy dispatch for real-time.  There are 
limited waivers and make whole payments for that energy in the market now.  There have been 
discussions around similar make whole type requests - based on Planned Outage Coordination or 
(OOMC).  It would be nice to have a make whole mechanism for future situations.  Day ahead market 
should address this, but something may be needed in the meantime. 
 

Draft Criteria Appendix 12 (Outage Coordination Methodology) 
Jason displayed the SPP adaptation of the MISO version of the information.  The current outage 
coordination information included in this proposed Appendix 12 will be removed from Criteria 5 and 
pointers placed to Appendix 12.  Ron looked at “Opportunity” outages as an opportunity based on a line 
trip, not necessarily based on an outage finishing early.  Darrell suggested using the same terms as 
MISO, for ease of comparison of metrics.  Kyle asked why we aren’t good with planned and unplanned.  
Jason explained the built in priority based on the definitions in the document.  Within a designated 
timeframe, “planned” may not be allowable if it’s less than 7 days.   
Jim mentioned that OPS1 currently has a “comment” area for the outage.  Will this be required in the new 
system?  Jason said that depending on the outage type, a comment may be required. The intent is to 
come up with “canned” responses that operators can choose from when selecting reasons for outages.  
 
Darrell asked if this appendix compares/conflicts with the spreadsheet discussion for Appendix 7.  They 
are separate based on required (12) and available (7) items.   
 
A “not in model”, topology submittal - type item will be provided in the new outage scheduler system. 
 
Jim asked how to get access to SDX?  It’s a request through NERC.  Ron G has access.  OPS1 currently 
talks to SDX.  Ron uses SDX to see neighboring outages.   
 
Allan George asked a question regarding 69 kV tie lines.  The question was brought up about 115kV not 
specifically showing up.  Tie Line requirements include the 69kV lines and above.  If it’s internal, it is 
required to be submitted to the RC for coordination, but prior approval is not necessarily required if it is 
not a tie line.   
 
Lunch break – 11:32AM – 12:14 PM 
 
Agenda Item 3 - TOP-002 Compliance (Current/Next Day Studies)  
This started as a MOPC action item.  Dave would like sharing of next day studies and voltage analysis 
through a central forum at SPP.    He doesn’t know how or where it could be started/kept/maintained.  
Jason said that the longer term planning group uses TrueShare for models and to post data.  Access 
management could get complicated with a tool like that.  It is password based, not certificate based.  Is it 
possible to do something like this in OPS1?  It is, but it would be a longer set up timeframe.  It may be a 
capability of CROW in the future.  Sharepoint is a possibility.    SPP currently posts them to OPS1, which 
won’t change with the new system.   
 
If posted to OPS1, we would build a link with a static name.  SPP would have to receive the file and have 
the static name correctly labeled.  It would have to be copied to the appropriate file location by SPP.  
Dave read the requirement 1 from VAR-001, which indicates a process that is more than posting study 
results to make it available.  Jointly type language may need to be firmed up some.  Allen K said they 
refer to the Criteria for “joint” items now.  A generic central document would work well for this, for the SPP 
entities.   
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Tom indicated that they should be looking at the study results to be in compliance (TOP-002)  The RC 
doesn’t have a requirement for the “Current Day” studies it is performing.   
 
Next Day studies and updates.  Starting around 7:30 AM, the Ops Engineers are creating a study based 
on information provided.  A DC contingency analysis is run.  This is the rough copy of the Next Day study.  
It won’t have the formatting and will have additional information that will be removed before the final copy 
is made available.  Ops Engineers will then review dispatch, make model adjustments, and clean up the 
data.  Around 12:30 – 1PM we start the AC Contingency Analysis, looking for potential voltage and 
reactive actions.  This usually takes at least 2 hours to complete.  Then mitigations are created based on 
this run.  The Mitigations use OpGuides that may already be available, others without mitigations are 
written or handled on an ad hoc basis.  This may be complete as late as 4:30 to 5pm or later.  An 
Exploder is set up now.  “SPP Reliability Studies” exploder will get the updated posting of the file.  If you 
would like the study information, sign up for the email exploder.  The information will go to OPS1, the 
email is just a notification that it’s ready.  Jason to see if the link can be included in the email for Next Day 
Studies.  Allen asked if the files could be pushed out.  MISO has a web page that shows the results.  The 
next day studies are posted on an Intranet.  There is also a VPN option.  All options have issues.   
 
Agenda Item 4 - Criteria 12 Revision (Emergency 30 Minute Ratings) 
Jason reviewed the draft revision to Criteria 12 with the group.   
 
Ron said they are submitting a 30 minute (emergency) rating, a 4 hour rating, and a long term rating.  The 
4 hour rating ends up being the rate B.  The wording now states different ratings for the timeframes if 
needed.  PTDF flowgates are Rate A, contingency flowgates are sold and operated using Rate B.  How 
are the 3 ratings going to be used?  It is important for them to know how it will be used, in order to provide 
the correct ratings.   This brings up concerns about running at a rating for longer than 30 minutes.   
 
Allen requested “different” be removed.  He would also like a timeframe around Rate B (or a description 
that describes the use).  Term that the rating is good for may be needed, so they know how fast they 
must move to take action.   
 
Temporary Ratings are covered in Dynamic Ratings within Criteria.  Usually these are temperature 
related.  Derates are used “until further notice”.  SPP does find differences in ratings periodically; SPP will 
call to discuss rating discrepancies in most cases.   
 
As a joint piece of criteria, if ORWG motions and approves it, then TWG can vote.  If they approve, it will 
become a joint recommendation to MOPC.  If modified by TWG, we will ask for another ORWG vote.  Ron 
Gunderson made a motion, seconded by Paul Lampe.  Motion passed unanimously.  Provide updated 
Criteria 12 to TWG for approval. (Jason) 
 
Agenda Item 5 - Operating Voltage Limitations (Jason Smith) 
There were some concerns raised by TWG members about the operations studies use of post contingent 
voltage values up to 110%.  There are concerns about the + side of the +/- 10% limitations.  This is bound 
to show significant issues.  Ron suggests staying with the current bandwidth, tightening as an exception 
for specific cases as needed.  Jason wanted to bring it up to see if the ORWG has concerns with it.    
Planning is doing +5%/-10%, Operations are +/- 10%.  If a particular location needs something specific, if 
they communicate it, can SPP use it?  Yes.   
 
Agenda Item 6 - IROL Review Report 
Jason displayed the IROL report information.  Periodically we review the IROLs on the SPP system.   
 
Based on studies, the IROLs defined North of Kansas City, may not need to be defined as 3 IROLs.  
Disconnecting Nebraska from Kansas City, opens about 6 lines, but still doesn’t create a stability or 
interconnect threatening situation – voltage collapse, loss of load, etc…   
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Ron says at one point, when created, it would have caused a collapse after the third 161 kV line trips out.  
The system would not solve then.  It may now.   
 
Allen suggested that if a study determines an IROL and now studies show that an IROL does not exist, it 
should be able to be removed as an IROL.  They will still remain as SOLs.  Jim U supports the removal as 
recommended.  Ron would like to see the Cooper South study results first.   Jason proposed that the 
Cooper South studies be ran, Ron have a chance to review the results then revisit based on that 
discussion.    Neil suggests that they show an update, even if remaining on the IROL list.   
 
Break – 2:06 – 2:15 PM 
 
Agenda Item 7 – CBA 
 

RSG Agreement update/ (Jason Smith) 
The thought of using OATI for the Load and Capability piece has been discussed.  Currently part is done 
in OATI, then SPP does a portion, then it goes back to OATI.  There may be efficiencies that can be 
gained.  Other efficiency gains are being discussed.  Jason is getting the SPP staff, including Robert 
Rhodes and Don Shipley, with RSS experience to have discussions and tabletop exercises to review the 
draft RSG agreement operating document.   
 

CBA-RSG Interaction (Neil Robertson) 
There were concerned based on a CBA discussion.  Today, most BA’s participating in RSG, when asked 
which other parties they have agreements with for Reserve assistance.  They state that the RSG will 
provide any necessary assistance.  There is a concern that with the CBA, this may not be adequate.  
Would it be appropriate for the CBA to get some Reserve Assistance from other entities (MISO was 
mentioned).  It is based on a NERC standard, EOP-001; BA’s to have agreements with neighbors - 
Emergency energy and emergency assistance.  If CBA is almost the whole RSG are other agreements 
needed.  Jason doesn’t think it’s a compliance issue.  It becomes an issue if the RSG goes away.  Allen 
and Ron agreed in that case, the agreements would definitely be needed.  A source and sink must be 
defined.  CBA would be a scheduling point, appearing as CBA Source, MISO sink.  Market would see it 
as an export requirement and find the cheapest unit/path.   The accounting will be the complicated part, 
the real time actual is manageable.   
 

Blackstart/Restoration 
The SPP CBA, the only registered entity would be the CBA, the BA’s would deregister as BA’s under the 
current plan.  AGC and EMS systems would be used to translate set points (through ICCP) for unit 
governors.  No balancing would be done by the entities, it would be done through CBA.  Once in a 
Blackstart scenario, the concern becomes when half-way through, small islands, and their interconnection 
to the system/each other.  SPP’s AGC will need to do some sort of centralized control.  Is it necessary for 
the Transmission Operator in the future to maintain some of this or should SPP’s system be enhanced to 
handle this scenario.  Jason said to think of it as 25 islands within your BA now.  How will frequency be 
controlled?  Who will control the flows on tie lines, etc… once no AGC system exists for the old BA 
footprints. 
 
Darrell asked about under frequency load shedding once in the CBA.  There will be an agreement 
between CBA and entities to cover the areas/requirements that become unrealistic for SPP to manage.   
 
Allen suggests that each area keeps a simplistic AGC (EOP-001, R3.4 – requires a plan for BA and 
TOP).  Neil added that there would be a paradigm shift in the Blackstart process from now.   
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Allen said we have a similar problem now, within the individual BA’s.  Manual mode works for a small 
island(s), when the islands cover large territory, manual probably won’t work.  There is a possibility to 
disable ties and not be put in until the portions of the system were stable on the larger scale.   
 
We need something we can simulate.  
 
Has the scenario been addressed in other places already?  This merits some discussion and thought.  
Ron suggested a vendor conversation about limited AGC capability – watch tie lines, move generation to 
keep balanced.    
 
Dave has a commitment and a plan to independently connect all of their islands.  They have the plans, 
under frequency, area load shedding, etc… for PJM, without a joint registration.  They do tests and are 
comfortable with what they currently have/do.  Neil will get a contact number from Dave for someone at 
PJM.   
 
There will be one or two special situations regardless of the final outcome.   
 
This will be revisited more when we have more information.  
 
Agenda Item 8 - Blackstart Plan/Capability 
 

Revisions to Existing Plan 
Jason displayed proposed revisions; this was not provided with meeting materials.  It can be made 
available to anyone needing it.  Jason reviewed the changes with the group attending the meeting.    This 
would cause 2 lists to be created, one of the units that have to be tested and included, and a list of other 
units that could be capable of blackstart.  Ron expressed concern about the 2nd list, if listed; it’s thrown 
into the CIP standards and requirements.   
 
Bryn Wilson said that the glossary definition is what is being used, which does mention the Operators 
Plan.  The word “designated” does not come into the discussions that he has been involved in.  If in the 
plan, they may have to be tested.   
 
Paul read some of the new CIP standard, which includes everything in the crank path, until parallel.  
Multiple paths keep it from being critical.   
 
As an RC, the data is useful, but we don’t want to put an undue burden on anyone.   
 
John Allen mentioned he would like to see that the transmission backbone is put back together with one 
plan.  Blackstart generator resources are contracted to provide resources to Operators.  In version 2 of 
EOP-005, they need to identify blackstart resources, but those resources do not necessarily have to be 
on their system.  This could have a problem with rate compensation—ie using another entities resource to 
satisfy your blackstart obligation.  Local system restorations can continue as normal, this becomes a 
situation when the regional restoration is used.   
 
Jason will talk with the RE more about the CIP implications for Blackstart capable units.  We may have to 
do a separate unofficial document. 
 

Revisions to Criteria 9 
Criteria 9 contains some information that is also in the restoration plan.  Jason would like a volunteer to 
compare Criteria 9 and the Blackstart Capability Plan to propose removal from Criteria 9.  The criteria 
information is guidelines, not really specifics.  There isn’t a due date, just general clean up needed.  Ron 
G has some people who could benefit from this review.  Jim asked if we remove it from Criteria, are we 
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relieving their responsibility since it won’t be in Criteria anymore.  Jason thinks since it will still be in 
NERC Standards, the responsibility is still there. 
 
Ron Gunderson will perform the review of Criteria 9 and make recommendations based on the review. 
 

EOP-005-2 and EOP-006-2 implications 
 

The approval of the version 2 standards changes the obligations of both the RC and the TOP’s. 
 

The TOP should have a restoration plan approved by the RC, according to EOP – 005-2.  ORWG will 
need to develop the RC’s guidelines in reviewing the plans for approval. 
 
Agenda Item 9 - Special Protection System Policy Discussion 
SPP had some interconnection agreements with wind farms where the output of the farm would need 
network upgrades, which would take 3 years to complete.  The wind farm requested an SPS to go in 
place until the upgrades could be implemented.  What happens when this becomes 25 – 30 SPS’s 
instead of one?   
 
What happens when upgrades can’t be done or get delayed?  A justification would be needed to stop a 
SPS term if imposed as 3 years by SPP.  If the requestor sets the time, there are more teeth, but still it 
may be a political pressure situation.  We could put requirements around the requests.  Draft tariff 
language from the last ORWG call, included reducible, controllable, at an increment of no more than 50 
MW.  Flat Ridge SPS was implemented to reduce output in stages, with controls.   
 
Jason will provide feedback to TWG our discussion of SPS Policy, possibly creating a joint document to 
provide to MOPC.  This will also include a check of the IA information. 
 
Agenda Item 10 - TLR/DCS/OEC Reports 
OEC reports aren’t ready yet, the other reports were included in the meeting materials.  SPP is reviewing 
and improving its existing OEC reporting procedures. 
 
Jason brought up the DCS report on screen and it was reviewed as a group.   
 
ORWG informational report has different requirements.  The new RSS agreement will have the new 3 
minute requirement.  If a BA waits longer than 3 minutes to submit a DCS event, that BA assumes all 
obligations and penalties if the group fails to meet the DCS requirement. 
 
Robert sent an email with requests for comment on several standards that are under review.  Also an 
under-frequency load shedding regional standard discussion that is open for attendance. 
 
Meeting tomorrow to start at 8 am local time on Thursday. 
 
Adjourned for Wednesday at 4:45 PM.  
 
 
Day 2 - Meeting began 8 am local time.  Roll called. 
 
Agenda Item 11 - Integrated Marketplace Protocols Discussion  
Last week, Alstom went through the high level requirements with SPP.  They exchanged some good 
information.   
 
Jason created a document of talking points for the ORWG to review.  The group walked through Jason’s 
list.   
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Constraint Management 

The effective limit used to drive the market may not be the market used rating.  The real time flow may be 
incrementally off based on calculation errors – ie the market calculates the flow will be X MW, but in 
reality the actual flow is always something slightly different.  In this case, different limits may be used by 
the market system to adjust for those calculation errors.  Another item is the 30 min – 4 hour rating 
discussion from yesterday.  Ron would like to ease into changes when approaching a constraint; this will 
help with current negative price spikes.  The current practice is to allow the market to actually begin to 
exceed a constraint prior to instructing the market to redispatch. 
 
Jessica said that the CME process has helped this.  Jason said with the auto-activate, if it starts auto 
correcting, the price separation will be small.  Currently the process waits until it’s exceeded, which 
causes the price spikes.   
 
The RC sees an RTCA constraint, verify constraints, look for OpGuide, if none are available, they create 
the flowgate.  We may need pseudo limits on the facilities to do an OpGuide.  We don’t know currently if 
some flowgates can not have the auto-activate on it.  This will shift the rating review to the Ops Engineers 
instead of the RC Operators.  95% is a limit that was discussed.  Darrell asked if the volatility of the 
flowgate rating (based on location in proximity to generation, etc…) Jason said as soon as it passed the 
limit, it will be activated, then won’t be deactivated until manually intervened with.  Currently the 
emergency limit over 100% is what is used.  Dave asked if the data is corrupted or model is incorrect, 
there is a risk on the length of time to verify data/model is correct.  Dave said they use EMS ratings and 
spend time making sure the ratings in EMS are correct.   
 
Right now, Allen K said they have to count the times over limits and send them to the RE each quarter.   
 
Allen said they may run many flowgates at 95%, without issue.  The approach would be to flip a flag, to 
hold at 100% when it reaches 95%, not to control to 95%.   
 
Overall, auto activation seems like a good approach, as flowgates reach the limit.   
 
Jessica asked if there is a limit to the number of constraints that can be activated in day ahead.  The Day-
Ahead RUC will look at it.  The day ahead (day prior) constraints should be available along with RMR 
units, to go into the Day Ahead process.    
 

Must Offer Requirement (or lack thereof) 
Kyle said there may be an opportunity for someone to sit back and wait for the prime time.  He thinks if it’s 
a designated resource, it should be included.  He doesn’t understand the push back on the must offer 
concept.  The amount that clears the market in day ahead will be a starting point, congestion will still be 
handled in real time.  Ron is concerned with meeting the load, considering the start up time for some 
units.   
 
Jessica said there was a proposal for multi-day ahead RUC (3 days).  They did an assessment of the 
units that need 3 or more days to start up.  They did historical analysis and used other data to determine 
if it could be handled by periodic assessments instead of through a multi-day RUC.  By not looking far 
enough out, Ron said they will use more pricey units because they don’t have enough time to start up 
some of the intermediate priced units.   
 
Currently, the DA or AS process doesn’t guarantee that the units put in are deliverable.  There aren’t 
penalties if they offer in and can’t produce.  Dave said the PJM market has penalties.   
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There is a concern on what Must Offer will do to the cost of the market.  There shouldn’t be a difference in 
the Day Ahead RUC and one based on Must Offer.  RUC will use the forecasted load.  A mechanism is 
needed to say that the unit needs to be on for the Day Ahead.   
 
The concern is that what we expect to be there will actually be there.   
 
Are there penalties for not being available if committed by the RUC?  Yes. 
 
Patti Denney – some concern that if it’s a must offer for all DNR, that some will be undesignated during 
times that they don’t want to offer into the market, or may want to offer it into another market.  This could 
become an inundation of paperwork both for the market participant and SPP.  IPP’s?  Yes, but also DNRs 
will be moved also.  Jessica thinks a must offer for all resources gets us around that issue.  But this 
creates a problem for IPPs.  The MWG has struggled with this, for both sides.   
 
Shah asked if there was a Reliability Issue with the resources having a Must Offer in the market.  Ron 
said if something is committed in the day ahead market, the RUC would de-commit a unit.  Must offer now 
is load plus reserve obligation.   
 
In Jason’s review (reliability perspective) of the Must Offer Requirement - he doesn’t think it’s unreliable, 
but it could be made more reliable.  Commitments for units with short lead time to start up, the plan is to 
hold the commitment request to close to the time needed, that is so the unit doesn’t come on 
unnecessarily and cause for settlement, there is a chance that the unit won’t be needed at the timeframe, 
if it’s been put into another market or taken offline for maintenance, etc… The lack of availability could be 
an issue.  This will need to be discussed within MWG.  There isn’t a mechanism currently for a standby 
type notification, according to Jessica.  This would need an opportunity to decommit later, before it’s 
come on.  There may be a penalty if the unit could have been in another market.   Jason said we’ll err to 
the side of over-commitment.  If not committed, not RUC’d on, it can go to another market.  If a DNR, it 
could be called back.   
 
Jason opened the Market Protocol Document 4.3.1.2, 1.A.1.  4.3.2.2 Supplement B and Intra-day RUC.  
Non firm exports can be managed; intra-day RUC will be able to catch things.  If we know we’re going to 
commit something later, would we do some type of notice, just to start the conversations between MWG 
and the ORWG?  Jessica found where we send the commitment notification, but we wouldn’t do the start 
up order until the time when it’s needed. 
 

Reserve Zone Minimums (MMU and Reliability Issue) 
Jason displayed the Reserve Zone Minimum document provided in the meeting material.   
 
Market Monitoring is concerned about never getting scarcity pricing.  The initial proposal of zones had 
SPS split into two zones.  North and South.  The minimum reserve obligation in the south zone was 
greater than the generation available if they had a contingency.  They were able to get reserves from the 
other zone by setting aside TRM.  Jason requested that another paragraph discussing the TRM be 
added.  The TRM in Jessica’s example is critical.  Jason added TRM in the document.   
 
If energy deficient in a zone, the CBA may have to call an EEA for the zone, but the entire CBA wouldn’t 
be deficient.  This could be complicated.   
 
There may be a situation where TRM may need to be adjusted on a shorter term basis than the annual 
review Criteria and the tariff call for today.  .   
 

Internal Reserve Obligation Transfers/Reserve Zones/TRM 
If one zone has an excess of reserves and another zone doesn’t have enough, TRM should be set aside 
to cover the deficient one.  Jessica said that is a Reliability perspective, but with the market perspective 
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and cost associated, it becomes more complicated.  Section 4.2.2.8 contains some information that 
pertains to this. 
 
Kyle asked why a zone would be splitting a current BA.  The response was that they BA boundaries 
wouldn’t exist anymore.  The reserve zones were defined to help with ensuring deliverability of units 
providing reserves.  The CBA will carry 1000-1200 MW in reserves.  We have to ensure that it’s 
deliverable.   
 
With the zones, all resources and loads are in a zonal boundary.  There will be a zone min and max 
calculation on a daily basis.  Allen asked if it would be better to just deal with problem areas.   
 
If capacity is overridden, the unit owner will be notified.  Overrides may be made in order to relieve 
congestion.  
The previous day information will drive the zone min and max’s for the next day. 
 
There has been discussion about removing TRM and CBM from Criteria.  As a TSP function, maybe we 
shouldn’t include it in Criteria, but only include it in the tariff.   
 
Break – 10:00 – 10:15 
 
 

Wind Forecasting Implementation 
In this area, too, we’d like to err on the side of excess capacity or over committing other resources. 
If a lot of wind capacity is forecasted, the RC would carry extra reg up.  There is a need for SPP to get 
some history to get confidence in the wind forecast.  We have the wind forecast vendor, collecting data 
now.   
 
What happens late at night with excess gen and little load?  Allen said they back coal down to minimums 
and have other units off already.  Without any congestion, it is possible for everyone in the market to have 
negative pricing, or paying in order to stay online.  The CBA probably won’t fix this completely, but with 
SPP being able to de-commit some units, it may help.   
 
The forecast used and which one for wind generation, probably shouldn’t be in the protocols or criteria, 
but may need to be captured in some document.   
 
If a party submits and offer on a day ahead wind resource, offers 100% capacity, but wind forecast only 
shows they will be able to get 20MW.  They can’t offer more than their forecast day ahead.  Jessica said 
she thinks they can put in their expected output; we would run the forecasted output based on conditions 
and make decisions based on that instead.   
 

Frequency Obligation of the CBA 
We intend for the regulation carried to also meet the frequency response obligations of the CBA.  Shah 
asked how we would verify it.   
 
Frequency response needs to happen quickly, if there is a reliability concern.  The concern came about 
after the NERC white paper on frequency response came out.  Dave said that the coal units are quick 
responders and are usually run close to full out which reduces their ability to help.  To get a better 
response, the coal units would need to be backed down, and used for their frequency response.   
 
Field trial in May 2011 for Frequency Response – BAL-003. 
 
Continuing to use Freq Obligation as is used now, making adjustments if needed. 
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CPS score feedback.  It’s one thing to meet CPS, another thing to meet it with flying colors.  92% is a 
good goal.   
 
Agenda Item 12 - Other Items 

Interconnect Checklist 
The training group asked Jason to review this checklist.  There is a spreadsheet tied to the restoration 
drills for the training.  The discussion shows that if it’s not used in the real time environment, it shouldn’t 
be used in the simulation.   
 
During a restoration, we won’t see all the detail on generation (such as small diesels) in EMS.   
 
There are additional tabs with information on how to fill it out.  The instructions/explanations tab needs 
some more meat to it.   
 
Jason made a change on the Governing reserve to exclude the largest contingency.  Remove the MISO 
reference.  Changed the name to include “Island” in the title.   
 
Ron motioned and Paul seconded the motion to use this checklist, with modifications during restoration 
simulations and add this checklist to the Blackstart Capability Plan and Regional Restoration Plan. 
 
Action item from MOPC – resolve conflict about TRM and CBM, pulling the information out of criteria.  
TWG is on the fence for the removal.  Jason to give feedback to TWG.   
 
Agenda Item 13 - Next Meeting 
No meeting in Feb.  March 17th conference call, 9 – 11 AM.   
May 19 -20 face-to-face.  (Jessica will check Denver availability) 
 
Agenda Item 14 - Summary of Action Items 
Appendix 7 Data Dictionary discussion - (All for Jason) 

• Re-write Facility Status box to clarify what is wanted.   
• Communicate with the Change WG, trial roll out, May – July.   

o The communication would include a request for input.   
o Start the FAQ to be reviewed with this group.  

• Metrics – identify the metrics, both to be provided to SPP and the metrics that can be provided 
from SPP.  ‘SPP list of requested data’. 

 
Outage Coordination Metrics  

• Jason will send the metric spreadsheet to the group. 
 
Current/Next Day Studies 

• Jason to see if the link can be included in the email for Next Day Studies. 
 
Criteria 12 revision 

• Provide updated Criteria 12 to TWG for approval. (Jason) 
 
Blackstart Plan revisions 

• Jason will talk with the RE more about the CIP angle for Blackstart capable units.   
 

Criteria 9 revisions 
• Ron Gunderson will perform the review of Criteria 9 and make recommendations based on the 

review. 
 

SPS Policy 
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• Jason will provide feedback to TWG our discussion of SPS Policy, possibly creating a joint 
document to provide to MOPC.  This will also include a check of the IA information. 

 
Jason to update TWG with the MOPC Action item – TRM removal from Criteria. 
 
Face to face meeting – Jessica checking Denver office availability.   
 
Agenda Item 15 – Adjourn 
 
MOPC in April – Criteria 12 change, possibly Criteria 9 change. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 11:17 AM. 
 



Attended Name Status Company E-Mail Phone
x 1 Allan George M SECI
x 2 Allen Klassen M Westar Energy allen.klassen@westarenergy.com 785-575-6073
x 3 Anthony Due M Empire District
x 4 Bill Nolte G SECI
x 5 Brian Tabor G
x 6 Bryan Wilson G OGE
x 7 Craig Spidel G
x 8 Danny McDaniel M CLECO danny.mcdaniel@cleco.com 318-838-3176
x 9 Darrel Yohnk G ITC Holdings
x 10 Dave Pritchard G AEP
x 11 Denney Fales G Empire District
x 12 Greg McCauley G OGE
x 13 Jason Smith, Secretary S Southwest Power Pool jsmith@spp.org 501-614-3293
x 14 Jessica Collins G Xcel 
x 15 Jim Useldinger M Kansas City Power & Light jim.useldinger@kcpl.com 816-654-1212
x 16 John Allen G
x 17 John Lindsey G
x 18 John Stephens M City Utilities of Springfield Missouri john.stephens@cityutilities.net 417-830-8470
x 19 Kathy Jones S Southwest Power Pool kjones@spp.org 501-614-3326
x 20 Kyle McMenamin M Southwestern Public Service kyle.mcmenamin@xcelenergy.com 806-640-6594
x 21 Lewis Giropy G
x 22 Michelle Corley G
x 23 Mike Wech M SWPA
x 24 Neil Robertson S Southwest Power Pool nrobertson@spp.org
x 25 Patty Denney G KCPL
x 26 Paul Lampe M City of Independence plampe@indepmo.org 816-325-7462
x 27 Rob Weaver G OPPD
x 28 Ron Gunderson M NPPD rogunde@nppd.com
x 29 Shaw Hose G
x 30 Steve Haun M
x 31 Thomas Teafetiller S Southwest Power Pool, RE
x 32 Todd Gosnell M OPPD
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